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CALL FOR APPLICATIONS 

DRUPAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

BACKGROUND 

As part of a wider exercise to support innovative systems of governance for culture and to 

improve transparency and accountability, the Secretariat of the UNESCO 2005 Convention on 

the protection and promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions has opened a call for 

applications for Drupal Development Services.  

The Knowledge Management System (KMS) Creativity is a Drupal-based platform that 

promotes the work of the 2005 Convention by sharing good practices and knowledge and by 

collecting and systematically organizing complex data.  

One of the main activities facilitated by the platform is the collection of Quadrennial Periodic 

Reports on the implementation of the 2005 Convention submitted by States parties to the 

Convention through an online form. The periodic reports submitted are published on the 

website at the following page: 

https://en.unesco.org/creativity/governance/periodic-reports 

The data submitted through the reports are processed and categorized by the Secretariat, and 

made available for more analytical research through the Policy Monitoring Platform: 

https://en.unesco.org/creativity/policy-monitoring-platform 

With the aim of facilitating the submission of the reports within a more optimized form, and in 

view of extending the analytical capacity of the platform on the submitted data, the 

Secretariat intends to upgrade the Periodic Report Submission form and to migrate the existing 

content into the new structure. 

The assignment consists of two lots.  

Applicants can apply to one or both lots, on the condition that a formal quote must be 

submitted for each lot to which they intend to apply. 

Lot 1 

The contractor will be in charge of:  

 Restructuring the current 2 content types composing the current form into 4 different 

forms: 

o Periodic Report (exists) 

o Measures (exists) (filled in through inline entity form) 

o Initiatives (new) (filled in through inline entity form) 

o Annexes (new) (filled in through inline entity form) 

 Integrate CiviCRM inline form of existing types or fields regarding People/Organisations,  

 Migrate nodes from the content type “Periodic Report” to it’s restructured entities 

 Optimize the visualization and the loading performance of the form (currently uses 

Panels and several custom modules to display the content-type form in a multistep 

wizard interface ) 

 Deliver the full solution in 1 independent Drupal Feature Module 

https://en.unesco.org/creativity/governance/periodic-reports
https://en.unesco.org/creativity/policy-monitoring-platform
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Lot 2 

The contractor will be in charge of: 

 Migrating previous periodic reports in PDF format (~100 pdf’s) to the newly restructured 

Periodic Report content types (Periodic Report, Measure, Initiative) 

 Delivery through Drupal Nodes in previously mentioned content types 

Companies and individual professionals are invited to send their financial proposal and timeline 

together with a portfolio of their experience in performing the required the tasks, to: t.de-

clercq@unesco.org | e.cidonelli@unesco.org  

Attachments: 

- Content Types description (AS IS & TO BE) 

TIMELINE 

To be discussed. To be started at the latest by 9th of April 2018. 

THE KMS “CREATIVITY” 

The KMS Creativity is a sub-site of UNESCO’s general platform which operates on Drupal 7.  

All operations on UNESCO’s servers are deployed through a GIT workflow supervised by 

UNESCO  central services (Sector for External Relations and Information), which is in charge of 

the development, administration and security of the general UNESCO platform. The DPI/WEB 

web architect/ lead developer is responsible for validating any entry on the UNESCO server. 

The 2005 Convention sub-site uses all Drupal Core functions, inherited from the general platform, 

including some globally adopted modules, the indexes of specific entities, and the core files of 

the bootstrap theme.  

The website is currently available in 3 languages (English, French and Spanish).  

The multilingual versions of the website is by the Drupal module in18, which is currently updated 

to the latest version available for Drupal 7.  

Other functions that play a core role in the usability of the platforms are:  

 Panels: all template models for content-types, the content of basic pages, complex 

multi-steps forms (periodic report form, IFCD application form)  

 Pages: printed versions of electronic forms, administration pages, such as dashboards 

for registered users  

 Features: many content-types and data migration have been processed through this 

module. The structure of specific views and content-types, including the most complex 

forms, is controlled through specific features modules.  

 Media Gallery: used to organize, access and publish all files and multimedia content, 

including videos. Videos are not physically stored on the server, but all information 

related to a specific video is collected from YouTube/Vimeo servers where they are 

hosted and registered in the Media Library for easy access  

 Jquery Gallery: to create a gallery when multiple media element are available on the 

website. 

The system also uses:  

mailto:t.de-clercq@unesco.org
mailto:t.de-clercq@unesco.org
mailto:e.cidonelli@unesco.org
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 dedicated interfaces to facilitate the Production and Research of Content for 

those with limited knowledge of HTML and/or Content Management Systems  

 a system of taxonomies and references to organize and position content 

 a structured system of permissions and profiles to organize the diversified 

community of contributors to the Convention (experts, national commissions, 

national points of contacts, partners, stakeholders, trainers and trainee, editors, 

etc..) 

 

ABOUT UNESCO 

As a specialized UN agency, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO) promotes international cooperation among its 195 Member States and 

8 Associate Members in the fields of education, natural sciences, social and human sciences, 

culture, and communication and information. It functions as a laboratory for ideas and a 

standard-setter for emerging issues, enhancing the dissemination and exchange of knowledge 

and information.  

UNESCO cooperates with governments, institutions/organizations as well as individuals at global, 

regional, national and local levels and has a wide range of stakeholders, including: 

• the governing bodies (i.e. the General Conference and the Executive 

Board), the Secretariat (Headquarters, Field Offices, Institutes), National 

Commissions for UNESCO, UN  coordination and cooperation mechanisms 

(including thematic UN years and decades for which UNESCO has been 

designated lead agency)  

• international conventions (e.g. for the Protection of the World Cultural and 

Natural Heritage, for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage, or on 

the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions), 

intergovernmental programs (e.g. the Intergovernmental Oceanographic 

Commission), program networks (e.g. UNESCO Chairs, Associated Schools), 

UNESCO Centers, Clubs and Associations 

ABOUT 2005 CONVENTION 

In 2005, the Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions 

was adopted by UNESCO’s General Conference. This Convention ensures artists, cultural 

professionals; practitioners and citizens worldwide can create, produce, disseminate and enjoy 

a broad range of cultural goods, services and activities, including their own.  

The 2005 Convention was adopted following the international community’s urgent request for 

an international law that would recognize: 

 The distinctive nature of cultural goods, services and activities as vehicles of identity, 

values and meaning;  

 That while cultural goods, services and activities have important economic value, they 

are not mere commodities or consumer goods that can only be regarded as objects 

of trade. 

  That culture can no longer be just a by-product of development, but rather a 

mainspring for sustainable development. 

 

The Convention ushers in a new international framework for the governance and management 

of culture by:  
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 Encouraging the introduction of cultural policies and measures that nurture creativity, 

provide access for creators to participate in domestic and international marketplaces 

where their artistic works/expressions can be recognized and compensated and ensure 

these expressions are accessible to the public at large;  

 Recognizing and optimizing the overall contribution of the cultural industries to 

economic and social development, particularly in developing countries;  

 Integrating culture into sustainable development strategies and national development 

policies;  

 Promoting international cooperation to facilitate the mobility of artists as well as the flow 

of cultural goods and services, especially those from the South. 

Information sharing and transparency and exchange, analysis and dissemination of 

information are important aspects of the Convention as stipulated in Article 9 and 19 of the 

Convention. The KMS of the 2005 Convention is thus expected to play a vital role in sharing and 

disseminating information and knowledge worldwide. 
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Attachment: Architecture AS IS 

Field Machine name Type 
 

Author field_pr_author Entity Reference Autocomplete 

Language language Language selection 
 

Ready to evaluate field_pr_ready_to_evaluate Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

VALIDATES THE REPORT field_pr_validates_the_report Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Validated field_pr_validated Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

URL path settings path Path module form elements 
 

Title for this periodic report (eg. Italy 
2015 report) 

title Node module element 
 

Please summarize in max 3500 
characters the main achievements and 
challenges in implementing the 
Convention and the outlook for the 
future. Please note this is not an 
introduction to the report or an 
annotated table of contents. 

field_pr_main_achievements Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Name of Party field_party Entity Reference Select list 

Date of ratification field_pr_date_ratification Date Select list 

Organization(s) or entity(es) 
responsible for the preparation of the 
report 

field_pr_organization_name_marku Markup Markup 

Organization or entity name field_pr_organization_or_entity Text Text field 

Officially designated Point of Contact field_pr_officially_contact_mark Markup Markup 

Title field_pr_title_contact List (text) Select list 

First Name field_pr_first_name Text Text field 

Family Name field_pr_family_name Text Text field 
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Organization field_pr_organization Text Text field 

Mailing Address field_pr_mailing_address Long text and summary Text area with a summary 

Fax field_pr_fax Text Text field 

Telephone field_pr_telephone_contact Text Text field 

E-mail field_pr_email_contact Text Text field 

Name of stakeholders, including civil 
society organizations, involved in the 
preparation of the report 

field_pr_fc_name_of_stakeholders Field collection Embedded 

Describe the multi-stakeholder 
consultation process established for 
the preparation of this report 

field_pr_describe_multi_stakehol Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Parties shall describe the key 
objectives and priorities of their 
current cultural policy and the impact 
the Convention has had in their 
formulation or reformulation. They 
will also report on the opportunities 
and challenges to promote the 
diversity of cultural expressions in a 
digital environment. 

field_pr_key_objectives Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Has the Convention been integrated 
into the policy development process 
in any of the following ways? 

field_pr_convention_integrated Markup Markup 

a) It is (or has been) the basis for 
changing one or more policies? 

field_pr_it_is_basis_changing Boolean Check boxes/radio buttons 

How field_pr_how_basis_changing Long text Text area (multiple rows) 
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b) It is (or has been) a tool to promote 
policy discussion? 

field_pr_it_is_tool_promote Boolean Check boxes/radio buttons 

How field_pr_how_tool_promote Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

c) It is (or has been) a reference for 
ongoing policy development? 

field_pr_it_is_development Boolean Check boxes/radio buttons 

How field_pr_how_development Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Civil society 
   

accordion group_pr_civil_society_group 
  

effect None 
   

uncr_tooltips_tooltip 
 

delete export 

Parties group_pr_institutional_data 
  

accordion-item open 
   

required_fields yes 
   

uncr_tooltips_tooltip 
 

delete export 

Have you taken or supported 
initiatives involving civil society in 
activities 

field_pr_initiatives_involving Markup Markup 

Promote the objectives of the 
convention through awareness raising 
and other activities 

field_pr_promote_the_objectives Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiative_promote Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Collect data and share and exchange 
information on measures adopted at 
local and international level 

field_pr_collect_data_and_share Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiative_collect Long text Text area (multiple rows) 
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Provide spaces where ideas of civil 
societies can be heard and discussed 
while developing policies 

field_pr_provide_spaces_where Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiative_provide Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Implement Operational Guidelines field_pr_implement_guidlines Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiative_implemen Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Other field_pr_other_3_1 Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiative_other Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Is Civil Society contributing to this 
report? 

field_pr_civil_society_contrb Boolean Check boxes/radio buttons 

Name of the Organization(s) field_pr_name_of_organization Text Text field 

Contribution from Civil Society group_pr_contribution_civil_soc 
  

This section is to be completed with 
information provided by civil society 

field_pr_info_by_civil_society Markup Markup 

Has the civil society taken initiatives to field_pr_3_2_has_the_civil_socie Markup Markup 

Promote the principle and the 
objectives of the Convention locally 
and internationally 

field_pr_promote_the_principle_2 Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiative_promote2 Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Promote ratification of the 
Convention and its implementation by 
governements 

field_pr_promote_ratification_2 Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiati_prom_rat_2 Long text Text area (multiple rows) 
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Bring the concerns of citizens, 
associations and enterprises to public 
authorities, including vulnerable 
groups 

field_pr_bring_the_concerns_of_2 Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiative_concer2 Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Contribute to the achievement of 
greater transparency and 
accountability and accountability in 
the cultural governance 

field_pr_contribute_achievem_2 Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiative_contrib2 Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Monitor policy and programme 
implementation on measures to 
protect and promote diversity of 
cultural expression 

field_pr_monitor_policy_program2 Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiative_monitor2 Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Build capacities in domains linked to 
the Convention and carrying out data 
collection 

field_pr_build_capacitie_domain2 Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiative_build_2 Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Create innovative partnerships with 
the public and private sectors and 
with civil society of other regions of 
the worlds 

field_pr_create_innovative_2 Boolean Single on/off checkbox 

Please explain how field_pr_add_initiative_create2 Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Challenges encountered or foreseen 
to implement the Convention 

field_pr_challenges Text Text field 

Solutions found or envisaged field_pr_solutions_found Text Text field 
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Activities planned for next 4 years to 
implement the Convention 

field_pr_activities_planned Text Text field 

Supporting attachment provided by 
the Civil Society 

field_pr_attachment_civil_soci File File 

Describe main results achieved in 
implementing the Convention 

field_pr_describe_main_results Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Challenges encountered or foreseen 
to implement the Convention 

field_pr_challenges_encountered Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Solutions found or envisaged to 
overcome those challenges 

field_pr_solutions_found_or_env Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Steps planned for the next 4 years field_pr_steps_planned_for_the Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Sources and Statistics Annexes 
   

 
group_pr_sources_statistic 

  

1. Economy and Finance field_pr_economy_and_finance Markup Markup 

EAF note field_pr_eaf_note Markup Markup 

1.1. Total Flows of Cultural Goods and 
Services 

field_pr_economy_and_finance_2 Markup Markup 

1.1.a Cultural Goods field_pr_cultural_goods Markup Markup 

Total exports in cultural goods field_pr_label_cg Markup Markup 

USD field_pr_total_exports_cg Decimal Text field 

Year field_pr_year_cg Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_cg Text Text field 

Total imports in cultural goods field_pr_label_imports_cg Markup Markup 

USD field_pr_total_imports_cg Decimal Text field 

Year field_pr_year_imports_cg Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_import_cg Text Text field 

1.1.b Cultural Services field_pr_cultural_services Markup Markup 

Total exports in cultural services field_pr_label_exports_cs Markup Markup 
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USD field_pr_total_exports_cs Decimal Text field 

Year field_pr_year_exports_cs Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_exports_cs Text Text field 

Total imports in cultural services field_pr_label_imports_cs Markup Markup 

USD field_pr_total_imports_cs Decimal Text field 

Year field_pr_year_imports_cs Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_import_cs Text Text field 

1.2 Contribution of cultural activities 
Gross Domestic Product 

field_pr_contribution_gdp Markup Markup 

Total GDP field_pr_label_gdp Markup Markup 

USD field_pr_total_gdp Decimal Text field 

Year field_pr_year_gdp Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_gdp Text Text field 

Share of cultural activities in GDP field_pr_label_share_gdp Markup Markup 

USD field_pr_share_gdp Decimal Text field 

Year field_pr_year_share_gdp Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_share_gdp Text Text field 

Which methodology was used to 
calculate the share of culture in total 
GDP? 

field_pr_which_methodology_used Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

1.3. Government expenditure on 
culture 

field_pr_government_expenditure Markup Markup 

Total government expenditure field_pr_label_ge Markup Markup 

USD field_pr_total_ge Decimal Text field 

Year field_pr_year_ge Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_ge Text Text field 

Share of culture in government 
expenditure 

field_pr_share_govern_markup Markup Markup 

USD field_pr_share_ge Decimal Text field 
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Year field_pr_year_share_ge Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_share_ge Text Text field 

2. Books field_pr_6_2_books Markup Markup 

2. Books header labels field_pr_2_books_header_labels Markup Markup 

(a) Number of published titles field_pr_label_pt Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_published_titles BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_year_pt Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_pt Text Text field 

(b) Number of publishing companies field_pr_number_publishing_comp Markup Markup 

Total all companies field_pr_all_label_pc Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_all_pc BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_all_year_pc Date Select list 

Source field_pr_all_source_pc Text Text field 

Small Size Companies field_pr_small_label_pc Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_small_pc BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_small_year_pc Date Select list 

Source field_pr_small_source_pc Text Text field 

Medium Size field_pr_medium_label_pc Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_medium_size_pc BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_medium_year_pc Date Select list 

Source field_pr_medium_source_pc Text Text field 

Large Size field_pr_large_label_pc Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_large_size_pc BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_large_year_pc Date Select list 

Source field_pr_large_source_pc Text Text field 

(c) Bookshops and sales field_pr_number_bookshops Markup Markup 

Bookstore chains field_pr_bookstore_label Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_bookstore_chains BigInt BigInt field 
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Sales, USD field_pr_bookstore_sales Decimal Text field 

Year field_pr_bookstore_year Date Select list 

Source field_pr_bookstore_source Text Text field 

Independent Book stores field_pr_independent_label Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_independent_book_stor BigInt BigInt field 

Sales, USD field_pr_independent_sales Decimal Text field 

Year field_pr_independent_year Date Select list 

Source field_pr_independent_source Text Text field 

Book stores in other retail field_pr_label_retail Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_book_stores_retai BigInt BigInt field 

Sales, USD field_pr_sales_retail Decimal Text field 

Year field_pr_year_retail Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_retail Text Text field 

Online Retailers (labels) field_pr_label_online Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_online_retailers BigInt BigInt field 

Sales, USD field_pr_sales_online Decimal Text field 

Year field_pr_year_online Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_online Text Text field 

(d) Translation flows field_pr_label_tf Markup Markup 

Number of published translations field_pr_label_il_tf Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_num_tf BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_year_tf Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_tf Text Text field 

3. Music field_pr_5_3_music Markup Markup 

(a) Production / Number of albums 
produced 

field_pr_production_albums Markup Markup 

3. Music header labels field_pr_3_music_header_labels Markup Markup 

Physical Format field_pr_label_albums Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_physical_format_albums BigInt BigInt field 
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Year field_pr_year_albums Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_albums Text Text field 

Digital Format field_pr_label_albums_digit Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_digital_format_albums BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_year_albums_digit Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_albums_digi Text Text field 

Independent Format field_pr_label_albums_indep Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_independent_albums_digi BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_year_albums_indep Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_indep Text Text field 

Majors field_pr_label_majors Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_majors BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_year_majors Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_majors Text Text field 

(b) Sales / Total number of recorded 
music sales 

field_pr_record_sales Markup Markup 

Physical Format field_pr_label_record Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_physical_format_record BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_year_physical_record Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_physical_record Text Text field 

Digital Format field_pr_label_digital Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_digital_format BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_year_digital Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_digital Text Text field 

4. Media field_pr_5_4_media Markup Markup 

(a) Broadcasting audience and share field_pr_broadcasting_audience Markup Markup 

Year field_pr_year_media Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_media Text Text field 
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Programmes field_pr_fc_broadcasting_audienc Field collection Table 

(b) Broadcasting media organizations field_pr_number_domestic_media Markup Markup 

Year field_pr_year_domestic_media Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_dm Text Text field 

Number of domestic media 
organizations providing 

field_pr_number_domestic_media_m Markup Markup 

Ownership field_pr_ownership Markup Markup 

Public field_pr_public_owner Markup Markup 

Radio channels field_pr_radio_channels_owner BigInt BigInt field 

Television channels field_pr_television_channels_pub BigInt BigInt field 

Both radio & television channels field_pr_both_radio_tv_public BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_total_public BigInt BigInt field 

Private field_pr_private Markup Markup 

Radio channels field_pr_radio_channels_priivate BigInt BigInt field 

Television channels field_pr_television_chann_privat BigInt BigInt field 

Both radio & television channels field_pr_both_radio_tv_private BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_total_private BigInt BigInt field 

Community field_pr_community Markup Markup 

Radio channels field_pr_radio_channels_comm BigInt BigInt field 

Television channels field_pr_television_channel_comm BigInt BigInt field 

Both radio & television channels field_pr_both_radio_tv_comm BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_total_comm BigInt BigInt field 

Not specified field_pr_not_specified Markup Markup 

Radio channels field_pr_radio_channels_ns BigInt BigInt field 

Television channels field_pr_television_channels_ns BigInt BigInt field 

Both radio & television channels field_pr_both_radio_tv_ns BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_total_ns BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_total_all Markup Markup 
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Radio channels field_pr_radio_channels_total BigInt BigInt field 

Television channels field_pr_television_channels_tot BigInt BigInt field 

Both radio & television channels field_pr_both_radio_tv_total BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_total_total BigInt BigInt field 

(c) Newspapers field_pr_number_of_newspapers Markup Markup 

Year field_pr_year_paper Date Select list 

Source field_pr_source_paper Text Text field 

Publishing format - printed field_pr_publishing_format_print Markup Markup 

Free Only field_pr_free_only Markup Markup 

Daily newspapers field_pr_daily_newspapers_free BigInt BigInt field 

Non-daily newspapers field_pr_non_daily_newspa_free BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_free_only_total BigInt BigInt field 

Paid Only field_pr_paid_only Markup Markup 

Daily newspapers field_pr_daily_newspapers_paid BigInt BigInt field 

Non-daily newspapers field_pr_non_daily_newsp_paid BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_paid_only_total BigInt BigInt field 

Both Free and Paid field_pr_both_free_and_paid Markup Markup 

Daily newspapers field_pr_daily_newspapers_both BigInt BigInt field 

Non-daily newspapers field_pr_non_daily_newsp_both BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_both_fandp_total BigInt BigInt field 

Publishing format - both printed and 
online 

field_pr_publishing_format_both Markup Markup 

Free Only field_pr_free_only_online Markup Markup 

Daily newspapers field_pr_daily_newspapers_online BigInt BigInt field 

Non-daily newspapers field_pr_non_daily_newsp_online BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_free_only_total_2 BigInt BigInt field 

Paid Only field_pr_paid_only_online Markup Markup 

Daily newspapers field_pr_daily_newsp_paid_online BigInt BigInt field 

Non-daily newspapers field_pr_nonday_newsp_paid_onlin BigInt BigInt field 
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Total field_pr_paid_only_total_2 BigInt BigInt field 

Both Free and Paid field_pr_both_online Markup Markup 

Daily newspapers field_pr_daily_newsp_both_online BigInt BigInt field 

Non-daily newspapers field_pr_nonday_newsp_both_onlin BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_both_fandp_total_2 BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_total_newsp_all Markup Markup 

Daily newspapers field_pr_daily_newspap_all BigInt BigInt field 

Non-daily newspapers field_pr_non_daily_newsp_all BigInt BigInt field 

Total field_pr_newsp_all_total BigInt BigInt field 

5. Connectivity, infrastructure, access field_pr_connect Markup Markup 

5. header labels field_pr_5_header_labels Markup Markup 

Number of mobile phone subscribers 
per 1000 inhabitants 

field_pr_connect_phone Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_connect_phone_num BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_connect_phone_year Date Select list 

Source field_pr_connect_phone_source Text Text field 

Number of households with Internet 
access at home 

field_pr_connect_house Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_connect_house_num BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_connect_house_year Date Select list 

Source field_pr_connect_house_source Text Text field 

Number of individuals using the 
Internet 

field_pr_connect_indi Markup Markup 

Num field_pr_connect_indi_num BigInt BigInt field 

Year field_pr_connect_indi_year Date Select list 

Source field_pr_connect_indi_source Text Text field 

6. Cultural Participation field_pr_5_6_cultural_participa Markup Markup 



Section of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions 

UNESCO 

 

Percentage of people participating in 
cultural activities at least one time 
during the last 12 months 

field_pr_percentage_of_peopl Markup Markup 

Activity (in %) field_pr_activity Markup Markup 

Cinema field_pr_cinema Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_cinema Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_cinema Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_cinema Decimal Text field 

Theatre field_pr_theatre Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_theatre Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_theatre Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_theatre Decimal Text field 

Dance (including ballet) field_pr_dance_including_ballet Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_dance Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_dance Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_dance Decimal Text field 

Live concert/musical performance field_pr_live_concert_musical Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_concert Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_concert Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_concert Decimal Text field 

Exhibition field_pr_exhibition Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_exhibition Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_exhibition Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_exhibition Decimal Text field 

TOTAL field_pr_total_activity Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_activity Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_activity Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_all_activity Decimal Text field 



Section of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions 

UNESCO 

 

Is there any available data on the 
reasons for the non participation in 
cultural events? 

field_pr_any_data_non_participa Boolean Check boxes/radio buttons 

Main reasons for non-participation 
(in %) 

field_pr_reason Markup Markup 

Too Expensive field_pr_too_expensive Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_expensive Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_expensive Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_expensive Decimal Text field 

Lack of Interest field_pr_lack_interest Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_interest Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_interest Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_interest Decimal Text field 

Lack of time field_pr_lack_time Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_time Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_time Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_time Decimal Text field 

Lack of information field_pr_lack_of_information Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_information Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_information Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_information Decimal Text field 

Too far away field_pr_too_far_away Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_far Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_far Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_far Decimal Text field 

Other field_pr_other_markup Markup Markup 

Female field_pr_female_other Decimal Text field 

Male field_pr_male_other Decimal Text field 

Total field_pr_total_other Decimal Text field 



Section of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions 

UNESCO 

 

7. Additional clarifications field_pr_5_7_additional_clarifi Long text Text area (multiple rows) 

Additional Annexes (if any) field_pr_5_8_additional_annexes File File 

Name of the designated official 
signing the report 

field_pr_name_of_designated_mark Markup Markup 

Title field_pr_title_submit List (text) Select list 

First Name field_pr_first_name_submit Text Text field 

Family Name field_pr_family_name_submit Text Text field 

Organization field_pr_organization_submit Text Text field 

Position field_pr_position_submit Text Text field 

Date field_pr_date_submit Date Pop-up calendar 

Does the Report respond to the 
criteria outlined in the adopted 
Operational Guidelines? 

field_pr_does_the_respond Boolean Check boxes/radio buttons 

Have you received the printed copy of 
the report? 

field_pr_printed_copy Boolean Check boxes/radio buttons 

Please attach the scanned copy of the 
report received 

field_pr_scanned_cop_file File File 

This report can be used as innovative 
example? 

field_pr_innovative_exaple Boolean Check boxes/radio buttons 

Add a cover image to publish the 
report 

field_pr_cover_innovative Image Image 

In which thematic area this report is 
innovative? 

field_pr_fc_thematic_area Field collection Embedded 
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Attachment: Architecture TO BE 

 

QUADRENNIAL PERIODIC REPORT  
2005 Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expression 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

Name of Party* (country)         

Date of ratification*  

Organization(s) or entity(es) responsible for the preparation of the report *  

Officially designed Point of Contact 

[tooltip] Upon ratification, Parties designate a point of contact responsible for sharing information on the 

Convention at the national level and, via the Secretariat, at the international level. If the point of contact 

changes, the Parties shall notify the Secretariat as soon as possible. 

Points of contact are communication channels through which information about the Convention can be 

disseminated to relevant Ministries and public agencies. Points of contact shall be in a position to respond to 

queries about the Convention from the general public. Parties shall involve the points of contact in gathering 

relevant information coordinating the inputs from different governmental and non-governmental sources, and 

drafting their quadrennial periodic reports. 

 

Title* (Mr, Ms) 

First Name*  

Family Name*  

Organization*  

 

Mailing Address*  

Telephone  

Fax  

Email*  

 

Is Civil Society contributing to this report? (Options: YES/NO) 

Name of stakeholders, including civil society organizations, involved in the preparation of the report 

 Name:       Position:     Organization:        Email :    Website :  Organization Type: 

 

 

Describe the multi-stakeholder consultation process established for the preparation of this report* 

Max  2100 characters 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Please summarize in max 3500 characters the main achievements and challenges in implementing 

the Convention and the outlook for the future. Please note this is not an introduction to the report or 

an annotated table of contents. * 

Max 3500 characters 

 

OVERVIEW OF CULTURAL POLICY CONTEXT 

Parties shall describe the key objectives and priorities of their current cultural policy and the 

impact the Convention has had in their formulation or reformulation. They will also report on the 

opportunities and challenges to promote the diversity of cultural expressions in a digital 

environment. * 

Max 3500 characters 

              Has the Convention been the basis for changing one or more policies? *   [if yes] How? * 

 
Max  2100 characters  

 

  Has the Convention been a tool to promote policy discussion? *  [if yes] How? * 

 
Max  2100 characters 

 

  Has the Convention been a reference for ongoing policy development? *  [if yes] How? * 

 
Max  2100 characters 
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POLICIES AND MEASURES 

Policies and measures may be understood as those that nurture creativity, form part of an enabling environment for 

independent producers and distributors as well as those that provide access to the public at large to diverse cultural 

expressions. They may be regulatory or legislative, action or programme oriented, institutional or financial measures. 

They may be specifically introduced to address the special circumstances and needs of individuals (e.g. women, 

young people) or groups (e.g. minorities, indigenous peoples) as creators, producers or distributors of cultural 

expressions. 

In order to present an overview of the policies and measures put in place to implement the 2005 Convention, please 

report measures covering the different themes or contexts proposed: 

 

You have submitted  

 0 measures on Cultural Policies and measures 

 0 measures on International Cultural Cooperation 

 0 measures on Preferential Treatment 

 0 measures on Integration of culture in sustainable development at national level 

 0 measures on Integration of culture in sustainable development at international level 

 0 measures on Emerging Transversal issues 

 0 measures on Current UNESCO Priority: Gender Equality 

 0 measures on  Youth 

 

<ADD MEASURE> 

 

TItle of the 
measure 

[sortable] 

Date of 
implementation 

[sortable] 

Context 

[sortable] 

Scope 

[sortable] 

Nature 

[sortable] 
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START << ADD MEASURE >> START 

 

a. Name of the Measure *  

 

a.1. Context of the measure*  (multiple) 

 Cultural Policies and measures 

 International Cultural Cooperation 

 Preferential Treatment 

 Integration of culture in sustainable development at national level 

 Integration of culture in sustainable development at international level 

 Emerging Transversal issues 

 UNESCO Priority: Gender Equality 

 Youth 

   a.2. Date of implementation {start date, end date} 

   a.3 Cultural Domains targeted by the measure {select} 

b. Key Objectives of the measure *  

Max  2100 characters 

c. What is: 

 c.1.  The scope of the measure * (Options: Local, Regional, National, International) (multiple) 

 c.2.  The nature of the measure * (Options: Legislative, Regulatory, Financial, Institutional) 

(multiple) 

 c.3. The main feature of the measure * 

Max  2100 characters 

d. Does the measure specifically target individuals and/or social groups as defined in Article 

7 of the Convention?   * (Options: YES/NO) [if yes]  

[if yes] List targeted individual/social groups (at least one): (multiple) 

 Item 1 

 Item 2 

e. What are the results expected through the implementation of the measure?   * 

Max  2100 characters 

f.1 Name of agency responsible for the implementation of the measure * 

f.2 Financial resources allocated to implement the measure * 

Max  2100 characters 

g. Name of NGOs and/or private companies engaged in the implementation of the measure 
(The user can add more than one) 

 Name :      Type of Entity:   Email :   Website:   Type of Involvement: 

Max  2100 characters 
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h. Was this measure introduced or revised in order to:  *        

h.1. Implement the provisions of the Convention? (Options: YES/NO)  

h.2. Support/nurture policy discussion inspired by the Convention? (Options: YES/NO)  

h.3. Other reasons unrelated to the Convention? (Options: YES/NO)  

 

i. Has the implementation of the measure been evaluated? * (Options: YES/NO) [if yes]: 

[if yes] i.1 At what level the evaluation was conducted? (Options: Local, Regional, National, 

International) 

 [if yes] i.2 What were the main conclusions? * 

Up to 2100 characters 

 [if yes] i.3 Which indicators were used to determine impact? * 

Up to 2100 characters 

 

 

<SAVE DRAFT> <ADD TO THE REPORT> <CLOSE> 

END << ADD MEASURE >> END   
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INITIATIVES TAKEN BY PARTIES, CHALLENGES AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

 

ADD INITIATIVES 

 

Initiative taken by Parties to involve civil society in:  

 promoting the objectives of the convention through awareness raising and other 

activities  

 collecting data and sharing information on measures adopted at local and 

international level 

 providing spaces where ideas of civil societies can be heard and discussed while 

developing policies 

 implementing the Operational Guidelines 

 Other 

Describe the Initiative 

 

 

 

Describe main results achieved in implementing the Convention* 

 

 

 

 Up to 2100 characters 

 

 
Challenges encountered or foreseen to implement  the Convention*    

 

Up to 2100 characters 

 

 
Solutions found or envisaged to overcome those challenges*   

 

Up to 2100 characters 

 

 
Steps planned for the next  4 years*     

 

 Up to 2100 characters 
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INITIATIVES TAKEN BY CIVIL SOCIETIES ORGANIZATIONS, CHALLENGES AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

ADD INITIATIVES  

 

Initiative taken by civil society organizations to:  

 promote the principle and the objectives of the Convention locally and 

internationally 

 promote the ratification of the Convention and its implementation by governments 

 bring the concerns of citizens, associations and enterprises to public authorities, 

including vulnerable groups 

 contribute to the achievement of greater transparency and accountability in the 

cultural governance  

 monitor policy and programme implementation on measures to protect and 

promote diversity of cultural expressions 

 build capacities in domains linked to the Convention and carrying out data 

collection 

 create innovative partnerships with the public and private sectors and with civil 

society of other regions of the world 

Describe the Initiative 

 

 

 

 

Challenges encountered or foreseen to implement the Convention (List them) 

Solutions found or envisaged (List them) 

Activities planned for next 4 years to implement the Convention (List them) 

Supporting documents provided by Civil Society (optional: File: upload and description) 
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STATISTICAL ANNEXES 

 

STATISTICAL ANNEXES 

Parties are asked, to the extent possible, to xprovide statistical information that already exists. 

This data may have been collected through national surveys, mapping studies, etc. 

Suggestions for where data can be found are provided by the UNESCO Institute for Cultural 

Statistics. 

 http://uis.unesco.org 

 https://unstats.un.org/home/ 

All sources of data and year of collection/publication are to be listed. 

<ADD STATISTICS> 

  

http://uis.unesco.org/
https://unstats.un.org/home/
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START << STATISTICAL ANNEXES  >>  START 

 

1. Economy and Finance 

When reporting data in this section, it is important to define the “cultural sector” for statistical purposes and apply 

that definition consistently. For guidelines, please refer to the 2009 UNESCO Framework for Cultural Statistics (FCS) 

at: http://www.uis.unesco.org/culture/Documents/framework-cultural-statistics-culture-2009-en.pdf 

1.1 Total Flows of Cultural Goods and Services 

Please refer to the definitions of cultural goods and services in the 2009 UNESCO Framework for Cultural 

Statistics which lists the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS) and the Extended 

Balance of Payments (EBOPS) codes to be used when defining cultural goods and services. Additional 

information on cultural services statistics can be found in the Manual on Statistics of International Trade in 

Services available at: http://unstats.un.org/unsd/tradeserv/TFSITS/manual.htm 

1.1.a.  Cultural Goods 

(a) Total exports in cultural goods USD Year Source 

(b) Total imports in cultural goods USD Year Source 
 

1.1.b.  Cultural Services  

(a) Total exports in cultural services USD Year Source 

(b) Total imports in cultural services USD Year Source 

1.2.  Contribution of cultural activities Gross Domestic Product 

Please refer to the 2009 UNESCO Framework for Cultural Statistics (FCS) for the list of applicable cultural codes in the International 
Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC). Please indicate which methodology was used to calculate the share of culture in total GDP 
(value added, input/output, etc). 

(a) Total GDP USD Year Source 

(b) Share of cultural activities in GDP % USD Year Source 

Which methodology was used to calculate the share of culture in total GDP? 

Up to 2100 characters 

1.3. Government expenditure on culture If not available, please use government expenditure on recreation and culture 

(a) Total government expenditure USD Year Source 

(b) Share of culture in government expenditure % USD Year Source 

2. Books 

(a) Number of published titles (Name, Year, Source) 

(b) Number of publishing companies 

Total Number Year Source 

Small Size Companies Number Year Source 

Medium Size Number Year Source 

Large Size Number Year Source 

(c) Bookshops and Sales 

http://www.uis.unesco.org/culture/Documents/framework-cultural-statistics-culture-2009-en.pdf
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/tradeserv/TFSITS/manual.htm
http://www.uis.unesco.org/culture/Documents/framework-cultural-statistics-culture-2009-en.pdf
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Bookstore chains Number USD Year Source 

Independent Book stores Number USD Year Source 

Book stores in other retail Number USD Year Source 

Online Retailers Number USD Year Source 

(d) Translation flows: 

Translation flows Number Year Source 

3. Music 

(a) Production / Number of albums produced: 

Physical format Number Year Source 

Digital Format Number Year Source 

Independent Number Year Source 

Majors Number Year Source 

(b) Sales / Total number of recorded music sales: 

Physical format Number Year Source 

Digital format Number Year Source 

4. Media 

For definitions and information on media statistics, please refer to the UIS Guidebook of Broadcast and Newspaper 

Indicators available at this address: http://www.uis.unesco.org/Communication/Documents/tp10-media-indicators-2013-en.pdf 

(a) Broadcasting audience and share 

Year Source 

 

Programme type Audience share Type of ownwership Type of access 

1st Channel Percentage 
[Private, Public, 

Company] 
[Paid, Free] 

2nd Channel Percentage 
[Private, Public, 

Company] 
[Paid, Free] 

3rd Channel Percentage 
[Private, Public, 

Company] 
[Paid, Free] 

4th Channel Percentage 
[Private, Public, 

Company] 
[Paid, Free] 

(b) Broadcasting media organizations 

Year Source 

 

 

 

Ownership 
Number of domestic media organization providing 

RADIO 
CHANNELS 

TELEVISION 
CHANNELS 

BOTH RADIO & 
TELEVISION CHANNELS 

TOTAL 

Public Number Number Number Number 

Private Number Number Number Number 

http://www.uis.unesco.org/Communication/Documents/tp10-media-indicators-2013-en.pdf
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Community Number Number Number Number 

Not Specified Number Number Number Number 

TOTAL Number Number Number Number 

(c) Number of newspapers 

Année Source 

 

PUBLISHING 
FORMAT* 

DAILY NEWSPAPERS 
NON-DAILY 

NEWSPAPERS 
TOTAL 

Printed 

- Free only Number Number [automatic SUM] 

- Paid Only Number Number [automatic SUM] 

- Both Free and Paid Number Number [automatic SUM] 

Both Printed and Online 

- Free only Number Number [automatic SUM] 

- Paid Only Number Number [automatic SUM] 

- Both Free and Paid Number Number [automatic SUM] 

TOTAL [automatic SUM] [automatic SUM] [automatic SUM] 

*Excluding online newspapers only 

5. Connectivity, infrastructure, access 

Number of mobile phone subscribers per 1000 inhabitants   Number Year Source 

Number of households with Internet access at home Number Year Source 

Number of individuals using the Internet Number Year Source 

6. Cultural Participation 

Percentage of people participating in cultural activities at least one time during the last 12 months 

Cultural Participation (in %) 

Activity Male Female 

Cinema % % 

Theatre % % 

Dance (including ballet) % % 

Live concert/musical performance % % 

Exhibition % % 

TOTAL % % 

Is there any available data on the reasons for the non participation in cultural events? (Options: YES/NO) 

Main reasons for non-participation (in %) 

Reason Male Female 

Too Expensive % % 

Lack of Interest % % 

Lack of time % % 

Lack of information % % 

Too far away % % 

Other % % 
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7. Additional clarifications 

 

Up to 2100 characters 

8. Additional Annexes (Please attach file) (File –upload- and description) 

 Files must be less than 250 MB. 

 Allowed file types: txt pdf doc docx xls ppt pptx. 

 

 

<SAVE DRAFT> <ADD TO THE REPORT> <SUBMIT> 

END << FORM TO BE FILLED FOR THE STATISTICAL ANNEXES   >>  END 
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SUBMISSION 

As indicated in the Technical procedures for submission and follow-up of reports 

• Print a copy of the report after submission 

• Complete the report with the original signature by the official designated to sign it on behalf of the Party  

• Send the original signed copy to the following address: UNESCO, Section of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions. 

7, Place Fontenoy 75352 Paris 07 SP, France; 

After the submission, you will receive a confirmation email including a pdf copy of your report. 

Name of the designated official signing the report 

 Title* 

 First Name* 

 Family Name* 

 Organization 

 Position* 

DATE OF SUBMISSION     

Note that the submission of the report is subject to the correct completion of all mandatory questions. In case of an unsuccessful 

attempt to submit the report, the system will highlight those mandatory sections that are not yet completed. 

 

 


